New miniature DC servo motor controller available with or without heat sink.

Maxon’s recently released ESCON Module 50/8 HE module is available in two versions, with and without a heat sink.

Maxon’s recently released DC motor controller, the ESCON Module 50/8 is a hardy powerhouse in a compact size built for the toughest environmental conditions. Resistant against vibrations and shocks it has proven reliability performing at temperatures ranging from -40 to +92°C. The electronics are protected against pollutants and corrosion by a polymer coating whereby even silicones and lubricant oils do not stick. The new ESCON controller has numerous configurable digital inputs & outputs and is intuitive to set up using maxon’s ESCON Studio software. The module is available in two versions, with and without a heat sink.

For more information on miniature DC motor controllers please contact maxon motor Australia +61 2 9457 7477.
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